Production of cold ND3 by kinematic cooling.
We have produced translationally cold ammonia (ND3) molecules in various quantum states by kinematic cooling. In these experiments, ND3 molecules are brought nearly to rest in the (J, K) = (2,0), (2,1), (2,2), (3,1), (3,2), and (3,3) rotational levels of the ground vibronic state by rotationally-inelastic collisions with Ne atoms. The cold molecules are produced in quantum-state-dependent velocity distributions whose laboratory frame velocities are measured to be between 21 m s(-1) (E(trans)/k = 530 mk) and 32 m s(-1) (E(trans)/k = 1.2 K), and are calculated to be between 7.5 m s(-1) (E(trans)/k = 70 mK) and 27 m s(-1) (E(trans)/k = 880 mK). Due to systematic experimental effects, the measured velocities are upper limits to the actual velocities. These temperatures are low enough that it should be possible to use electrostatic traps to confine cold molecules in many of these quantum states.